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The exponential growth of resources for visual and performing arts education presents opportunities

and challenges for librarians to develop effective collection development plans in academic libraries. A

disciplinary investigation is needed to get a better idea of the format preferences of library material on

its' user community as their preferences widely vary by discipline. It would help to make possible

modifications in the current acquisition models and to build and maintain the library collection to satisfy

the disciplinary needs of the users. Therefore, this study was carried out to explore the formats of library

materials preferred by visual and performing arts undergraduates. A sample of 381 undergraduates was

selected from the total population of three selected universities by using two stages of stratified random

sampling. A structured questionnaire was administered to collect the data and analysed it through SPSS. 

The findings revealed that visual and performing arts undergraduates access a wide range of information

materials for their learning and research development. Books (94.7%) were the most accessed materials

while music scores (60.6%) were the least accessed. Correspondence analysis revealed that the type of

material was significantly associated with the student’s academic discipline. The discipline of drama 

and theater art is significantly associated with videos, journals, and reference materials (p< 0.05)

compared to other types of materials. The dance is significantly associated with videos and reference

materials (p< 0.05). The discipline of music is significantly associated with audio (p< 0.05) while visual

art is significantly associated with images (p< 0.05). Further, they preferred to access printed books

(53.9%), music scores (39.2%), and magazines (35.5%). In contrast, they prefer to access digital and

online formats of journals, audio, and videos while they gave conditional preference (34.4%) to access

images or artworks. Undergraduates prefer both print and e-resource collections based on availability,

easy access, usage, needs and personal interest, and they want the library to acquire more performance-

based digital collection. Finally, this study suggests that librarians make possible modifications to the

current acquisition plan, considering the necessity for purchasing physical media collections, finding a 

way to use faculty materials, and educating students on the reliability, quality, and comfort level of

resources freely accessible.
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Visual impaired undergraduates (VIUs) mostly rely on digital information resources (DIR) for 

accomplishing academic tasks with the help of assistive devices and technologies (ADT). Despite the 

availability of latest technologies and devices, accessing such DIR by the VIUs was affected by many 

other factors. Technological improvements make digital devices more accessible to the VIUs. 

Accordingly, the nature of the use of DIR also changed. Therefore, it is important to investigate the use 

of DIR and ADT under the present circumstances that created new challenges. Previous research studies 

on this topic focused only on the responses of the VIUs, but finding out the observations of other related 

parties is equally important. This study aimed to find out the use of DIR and ADT by the VIUs and 

investigate the challenges faced when accessing DIR and using ADT. The study adopted a qualitative 

research approach and interviews were conducted to collect data. The study population (n=77) was the 

VIUs in three state universities in the Western Province of Sri Lanka. Additionally, selected teachers of 

VIUs, and library and special center staff who support them were interviewed. Descriptive statistics and 

thematic analysis were used to analyze the data. Qualitative data were visualized using NVivo 10. 

Google and other search engines (52.7%) were mostly used to get information, followed by social 

media. Smartphone (83.8%) was the mostly used device. Laptop or desktop with a screen reader was 

ranked the second highest-use device by VI students. The lack of subject-related audiobooks, followed 

by poor Internet connectivity and the cost of mobile data were the key issues faced by them. The lack 

of compatibility of screen readers with some websites and PDF documents, and the inability to employ 

screen readers to access Sinhala text was the second most prevalent issue encountered by the 

respondents when using assistive devices. The most challenging factor was the high cost of assistive 

devices which prevents them from using them unless provided by libraries or disable-units. Devices 

such as smart phones and laptops were frequently used compared to traditional assistive devices. Access 

to the Internet and online information resources has increased as devices are more user-friendly to the 

VI in accessing the Internet although certain challenges need to be addressed. It is recommended to 

conduct training to enhance IT and language skills, andto develop self-confidence in learning new 

technologies. Institutions have to provide the required facilities and resources. 
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